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Chapter 10
Defect Prediction with Bad Smells in Code

1. Introduction
Among different aspects of software defect prediction process, one of
the key elements is proper selection of metrics for training and verification
dataset preparation. Most popular data is source code metrics [6, 11], but also
different types of metrics are considered effective in term of defect prediction,
such as design metrics [24], change metrics [21], mining metrics [22] or process metrics [18, 13].
1.1. Related work and goal
Separate group of design metrics are metrics based on code smells, also
known as bad smells or code bad smells. The term was formulated by Kent
Beck in 2006 [1]. The concept was popularized by Martin Fowler in his book
Refactoring. Improving the structure of existing code [5]. Kent Beck was a coauthor of the chapter on code smells.
Kent Beck on his website explains the idea of code smells [1]:
Note that a Code Smell is a hint that something might be wrong, not a
certainty. A perfectly good idiom may be considered a Code Smell because it's often misused, or because there's a simpler alternative that
works in most cases. Calling something a Code Smell is not an attack;
it's simply a sign that a closer look is warranted.
Due to nature of code smells described above, there is ongoing discussion if code smells could be used effectively in quality assurance in code
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development [27, 26]. Major motivation for this research was to investigate, if
code smells can improve software defect prediction.
In industrial software development, only Holschuh et al. investigated
code smells metrics effectiveness in defect prediction process for Java programming language [7]. No code smells metrics for defect prediction in .NET
oriented industrial software projects are known to authors. Thus, we decided
use long-term defect prediction research project run in Volvo Group [9, 10] as
an occasion for conducting an experiment with introduction of bad smells
based metrics to prediction process and observe the results, if they improved
prediction effectiveness or not:
RQ: How Code Bad Smells based metrics impact defect prediction in
industrial software development project?
1.2. Research environment: Industrial software development project
Project, on which the study was conducted, is a software development
of critical industry system used in Volvo Group vehicle factories called
PROSIT+. It is created based on client-server architecture. The main functionality of PROSIT+ system is: programming, testing, calibration and electrical
assembly verification of Electronic Control Units (ECUs) in Volvo's vehicle
production process.
PROSIT+ system consists of few coexisting applications. The most important one, desktop application “PROSIT Operator”, communicates in real
time with a mobile application, located on palmtop computer used by vehicle
factory workers to transfer all production related information to a local server.
The server is responsible for storage and distribution of configuration-, system- and product-related data. Such communication can generate extremely
heavy data transfer loads in large factories, when more than 100 mobile applications are used. Other application include: “PROSIT Designer”, “PROSIT
Factory Manager” and web application “PROSIT Viewer”. All of them are
also connected to the same server.
Development of each PROSIT+ version lasts one year. After this period
software is released to the end-user. As this period of time is connected to
factory production cycle it cannot be fastened or postponed.
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All applications within PROSIT+ system were developed using Microsoft .NET technology and Microsoft Visual Studio as the integrated development environment. For version control purposes, Microsoft Team Foundation
Server was used. Before release of version 11 of the PROSIT+ system, IBM
ClearQuest was used for software defect management. Until the development
of version 11, Team Foundation Server was used for defect tracking.
Project lacks of bottlenecks described by Hryszko and Madeyski [8],
which could hinder or prevent from applying defect prediction process. However, we observed relatively high number of naming issues in the project.
Main reason of that situation we consider high maturity of the software system
– over the time, naming conventions have changed. We consider naming issues as negligible problem and we will exclude them from the further investigation.

2. Research Process
Defect prediction was already an ongoing process in investigated project. It used SourceMonitor software as metric source and as prediction tool –
KNIME-based DePress Extensible Framework proposed by Madeyski and
Majchrzak [19]. This tool, based on KNIME [17], provides with a wide range
of data-mining techniques, including defects prediction, in various IT projects,
independently of technology and programming language used. We will also
use KNIME/DePress for purpose of our research.
To investigate the possible impact of code-smell metrics on defect prediction, we developed the following plan to follow:
1)
Generate metrics from SourceMonitor;
2)
Generate code smells metrics from CodeAnalysis;
3)
Parse results from CodeAnalysis and merge them with metrics from
Source-Monitor.
4)
Link check-ins to defects;
5)
Link classes from check-ins to defects (the assumption is that if a class
was changed while fixing a defect, that class was partially or fully responsible for that defect);
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Merge list of classes with merged metrics from CodeAnalysis and SourceMonitor;
Use different software defect prediction approaches combinations to
select optimal prediction set-up for evaluation purposes;
Divide PROSIT+ code into 20 sub-modules and run prediction model
training and evaluation using data from each module separately;
Collect and interpret the results.

2.1. SourceMonitor as basic metrics source
Defect prediction process in PROSIT+ is based on metrics that are gathered using SourceMonitor tool [12]. That tool performs static computer code
analysis on complete files and extracts 24 different kinds of metrics. Example
metrics extracted are:
Lines of code,
Methods per class,
Percentage of comments,
Maximum Block Depth,
Average Block Depth.
2.2. CodeAnalysis tool as code smells metrics source
In our experiment, we decided to use Microsoft CodeAnalysis tool to
gather code smells metrics. Primary deciding factor was cost: CodeAnalysis
tool is delivered as a part of Microsoft Visual Studio software development
suite for .NET based projects. Thus, there were no additional costs of introduction of this tool into the investigated software development project.
CodeAnalysis for managed code analyzes managed assemblies and reports information about the assemblies, such as violations of the programming and design rules set forth in the Microsoft .NET Framework
Design Guidelines [20].
According to documentation, there are approximately two hundred rules
in CodeAnalysis [20], triggering 11 kinds of warnings (Table 1). Tool can be
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run from command line and results are then stored in an .xml file, that can be
later parsed and analyzed further.
Table 1. Bad smell warnings in CodeAnalysis
Bad smell warning
Design
Globalization
Interoperability
Maintainability
Mobility
Naming
Performance
Portability
Reliability
Security
Usage

Area covered
Correct library design as specified by the .NET Framework
Design Guidelines
World-ready libraries and applications
Interaction with COM clients
Library and application maintenance
Efficient power usage
Adherence to the naming conventions of the .NET Framework Design Guidelines
High-performance libraries and applications
Portability across different platforms
Library and application reliability, such as correct memory
and thread usage
Safer libraries and applications
Appropriate usage of the .NET Framework

3. Results
We conducted our experiment by following the plan presented in previous section. Here we present the results.
3.1 Automatically generated code: observed anomaly, cause and solution
After analyzing the relation between numbers of reported code smells
issues and file length metrics for complete software system, in datasets prepared basing on CodeAnalysis and SourceMonitor tools, we observed that
different numbers of issues are reported for the same, large file length values
(Figure 1). As considered software contains only small number of large files,
we interpreted that as an anomaly: different total number of code bad smell
issues were reported for the same files. After investigation, we found that in
investigated system files with more than 1000 lines of code (LOC) are in most
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cases generated automatically and contain more than one class for a file, while
CodeAnalysis tool calculates number of issues metric per class. That discrepancy resulted in abnormal number of issue per file length relation: different
number of issues values were collected for the same LOC values, because
numbers of issues values were calculated for different classes located in the
same files, identified by the same LOC value.

Figure 1. Anomalies in number of issues metric per file length (measured in LOC)
relation, introduced by automatically generated code, later removed from analysis

Figure 2. Number of issues metric per file length (measured in LOC) relation for investigated software, with automatically generated code removed
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As automatically generated code files exist only for installation and deployment purposes and are not covered by tests and are not reachable for endusers of the system, we decided to consider them as a source of information
noise and we removed them from further analysis. Number of issue per file
length relation improved after that step (Figure 2).
3.2 Metrics breakdown difference: problem and solution
After a thorough investigation of the above problem, we found that different values of issue number metric for the same LOC metric was caused by
the different metrics breakdown used by two tools selected for metric datasets
generation: CodeAnalysis gathers data for every class while SourceMonitor for
every file. When results from two tools were merged into single dataset, SourceMonitor metrics, fixed for each file, were artificially divided per each class
in the file (Table 2).
Table 2. Example of dataset from first approach: single class per record (SourceMonitor metrics are artificially divided per each class in file)
File
File1.cs
File1.cs
File1.cs
File2.cs

Class
Class1
Class2
Class3
Class4

SourceMonitor LOC

CodeAnalysis Issues
33
33
33
30

3
20
6
15

To counteract against metric anomalies described in section 3.1, as well
as against possible introduction of informational noise into the training dataset,
we decided to change the approach and rearrange the datasets into single file
metrics per record layout. To achieve this, metrics gathered by CodeAnalysis
had to be aggregated (added; Table 3).
Table 3. Example of dataset from second approach: single file per record (CodeAnalysis metrics are artificially added)
File
File1.cs
File2.cs

Class
Class1...3
Class4

SourceMonitor LOC

Code Analysis Issues
100
30

29
15
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3.3 Optimal prediction mechanism selection
To choose optimal prediction mechanism, we decided to test combination of different classifiers, feature selection and balance algorithms (Table 4)
against two datasets: with- and without code bad smells metrics collected by
CodeAnalysis tool.
Table 4. Combinations of different approaches
Classifier

Feature Selection

SMOTE

Bad smells metrics?

Naive Bayes

None

With

Present

Random Forest

Elimination

Without

Absent

PNN

Simulated Annealing

We used SMOTE algorithm [4] to balance classes with defects and
without them.
To select most important metrics from all available, as some of them
should have seemingly little impact on the presence of true software defects,
e.g. Efficient power usage warning (Table 1), we decided to use in our research two feature selection algorithms: KNIME's build-in reversed elimination greedy algorithm [16] and simulated annealing meta-heuristic algorithm
by Kirkpatrick et al. [15] in form proposed by Brownlee [3].
As classifier, we used popular in defect prediction studies [6, 21, 14, 23]
Naïve Bayes classifier and Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN), as well as
Random Forest [2] classifier.
Results of testing combinations of above machine learning elements in
favour of best prediction results are presented in Table 5. Two datasets – withand without code bad smells metrics included, were divided using stratified
sampling method into two equal subsets, for training and evaluation purpose.
Prediction models were evaluated using F-measure [25].
Highest F-measure value (0.9713) was observed for dataset with code
bad smells used, when SMOTE algorithm and reversed elimination feature
selection mechanism was used to select optimal subset for training and evaluation of Random Forest classifier. And such combination was selected for final
evaluation of usage of code smells based metrics in defect prediction process.
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Table 5. Results for optimal prediction set-up selection (defect-prone class)

3.4 Datasets evaluation: CodeAnalysis (bad smells metrics) against SourceMonitor

For final evaluation, if code bad smells-based metrics could be valuable
for defect prediction purposes, we divided all available code, in considered
industrial software development project, into 20 smaller, similar in size submodules (ca. 700 records after SMOTE oversampling). Greater fragmentation
of system's code was not technically possible. For each sub-module we collected metrics using SourceMonitor or/and CodeAnalysis, to create different
datasets:
20 datasets of SourceMonitor metrics only;
20 datasets of CodeAnalysis (code smells) metrics only;
20 datasets of combined metric: SourceMonitor + CodeAnalysis.
Additionally, each kind of datasets we decided to test against feature selection (FS) process. During the evaluation, we collected Accuracy and
Cohen's kappa measures for overall results (Table 6), and F-measure and Recall for defect-prone classes (Table 7).
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Table 6. Final results of datasets evaluation
Dataset

Measure

SourceMonitor without FS

Accuracy

0.9422

0.0187

Cohen's kappa

0.8844

0.0374

0.676

0.0451

Cohen's kappa

0.3518

0.0904

SourceMonitor + CodeAnalysis w/o FS

Accuracy

0.9487

0.0226

Cohen's kappa

0.8973

0.0453

SourceMonitor with FS

Accuracy

0.97

0.0122

Cohen's kappa

0.9399

0.0245

Accuracy

0.8249

0.059

Cohen's kappa

0.6497

0.1180

Accuracy

0.9791

0.0135

Cohen's kappa

0.9582

0.027

CodeAnalysis without FS

CodeAnalysis with FS
SourceMonitor + CodeAnalysis with FS

Accuracy

Mean

Std. deviation

3.5 Threads to validity
Conclusion validity. In our research, we tested 20 datasets collected
from different software modules. More research using larger data set, collected
from different sources is needed to confirm our findings.
Internal validity. We have used aggregation of CodeAnalysis metrics for
each file, by adding metrics collected for each class. Such solution was introduced to solve metrics breakdown difference problem and make combination
of two metric sources possible, however it could impact the final result of our
research.
External validity. Our research is based only on metrics gathered from
one software development project. Despite the fact, that we were able to collect 34 different metric kinds for 20 different program modules, we were still
constrained by single environment: development team and its programming
habits, programming language, tools used, etc. Because of this fact, more research is needed to verify our findings in other software development environments (contexts).
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Table 7. Measures for records marked as defect-prone
Dataset

Measure

SourceMonitor without FS

Recall

0.9608

0.0278

F-measure

0.9433

0.0188

0.666

0.2961

F-measure

0.6447

0.1157

SourceMonitor + CodeAnalysis w/o FS

Recall

0.9637

0.0303

F-measure

0.9494

0.0228

SourceMonitor with FS

Recall

0.9824

0.0146

F-measure

0.9704

0.012

Recall

0.8424

0.0542

F-measure

0.8286

0.0559

Recall

0.9859

0.0206

F-measure

0.9792

0.0136

CodeAnalysis without FS

CodeAnalysis with FS
SourceMonitor + CodeAnalysis with FS

Recall

Mean

Std. deviation

4. Discussion
When selecting optimal defect prediction set-up for further verification
if code smell-based metrics can improve prediction results, we observed that
best result was achieved for dataset with bad smell metrics included (Fmeasure = 0.9713). However, for the same setup, but without code smells metrics, F-measure value was only by 0.0059 lower (Table 5) what makes the
difference between SourceMonitor and CodeAnalysis results negligible. Final
results collected from 20 different software sub-modules confirmed that statement: Average accuracy value for prediction based on dataset constructed basing on both sources was only by 0.0091 better than result for SourceMonitoronly based metrics (Average F-measure value difference = 0.0088), while
standard deviation value was 0.0136. Worth noticing is drop of CodeAnalysis
– only based prediction results, when feature selection (FS) process was removed from the experimental setup.
Results of our experiment of using code smells metrics in software defect prediction, show irrelevant – in our opinion – impact on effectiveness of
the process, when basic dataset (SourceMonitor-based) was extended by
CodeAnalysis metrics. because even if prediction effectiveness measures are
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slightly higher, the stay within the limits of error. But when only use of CodeAnalysis-based metrics were used for prediction (without basic set of SourceMonitor-based metrics), such process resulted with high accuracy (0.8249)
and F-measure (0.8286) results.
Thus, answering the research question: How Code Bad Smells based
metrics impact defect prediction in industrial software development project?
We want to state, that in industrial environment, such as PROSIT+ software
development project, impact of code bad smells based metrics is negligibly
small, and usage of CodeAnalysis-based metrics should not be considered
useful, due to fact that additional effort needed for introducing code smellbased metrics to software defect prediction process is not compensated by
relatively high increase of prediction effectiveness.
However, we observed surprisingly high effectiveness of prediction,
when dataset based on CodeAnalysis only was used. Authors believe, that
code bad smells can be effectively used for defect prediction process especially there, where other metrics are not available, or computing power is insufficient to handle large sets of different metrics (for example 24 kinds of
metrics for SourceMonitor), while CodeAnalysis metrics set, used in our research, contained only 11 different kinds of metrics. Due these promising results, aspects of using code bad smells only based metrics in defect prediction
processes should be investigated further.
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